Abstract This work constructs a fracture mechanics framework for conceptualizing mechanical rock breakdown and consequent regolith production and erosion on the surface of Earth and other terrestrial bodies. Here our analysis of fracture mechanics literature explicitly establishes for the first time that all mechanical weathering in most rock types likely progresses by climate-dependent subcritical cracking under virtually all Earth surface and near-surface environmental conditions. We substantiate and quantify this finding through development of physically based subcritical cracking and rock erosion models founded in well-vetted fracture mechanics and mechanical weathering, theory, and observation. The models show that subcritical cracking can culminate in significant rock fracture and erosion under commonly experienced environmental stress magnitudes that are significantly lower than rock critical strength. Our calculations also indicate that climate strongly influences subcritical cracking-and thus rock weathering rates-irrespective of the source of the stress (e.g., freezing, thermal cycling, and unloading). The climate dependence of subcritical cracking rates is due to the chemophysical processes acting to break bonds at crack tips experiencing these low stresses. We find that for any stress or combination of stresses lower than a rock's critical strength, linear increases in humidity lead to exponential acceleration of subcritical cracking and associated rock erosion. Our modeling also shows that these rates are sensitive to numerous other environment, rock, and mineral properties that are currently not well characterized. We propose that confining pressure from overlying soil or rock may serve to suppress subcritical cracking in near-surface environments. These results are applicable to all weathering processes.
Introduction
Physical rock breakdown (aka mechanical weathering; here comprising all in situ rock fracturing at and near Earth's surface) represents a critical rate-limiting factor for a broad range of geologic and geomorphic processes [e.g., Shobe et al., 2017; Collins and Stock, 2016; Lebedeva and Brantley, 2017; Heimsath et al., 1997; Kirchner et al., 2006; McAuliffe et al., 2006; McFadden, 2013] . There has been a limit, however, in our understanding of the dominant drivers of mechanical weathering on Earth and other terrestrial planets. In particular, moisture is widely cited as a substantial contributor to rock breakdown. Strong empirical relationships have been extensively documented between moisture and associated weathering, regolith production (defined here as the conversion of bedrock into mobile sediment), and/or erosion [e.g., Burnett et al., 2008; Griggs, 1936; Haas et al., 2015; Hall, 1986; Larsen et al., 2014; Matsukura and Takahashi, 2000; Owen et al., 2011; Sass, 2005] . Overall, however, the mechanisms by which water-in either liquid or vapor form-influence mechanical weathering have remained unclear [Burke et al., 2007; Hall and Hall, 1996; Halsey et al., 1998; Mol and Viles, 2012; Sass, 2005] . Therefore, it is most often tacitly accepted that the presence of water EPPES AND KEANINI WEATHERING BY SUBCRITICAL CRACKING 1 accelerates mechanical weathering, while simultaneously assuming that some moisture-dependent, stresscausing processes like freezing dominate [e.g., Elliott, 2008; Gerber and Scheidegger, 1969; Humphreys and Wilkinson, 2007; Moores et al., 2008; Small et al., 1999; Wells et al., 2005; West et al., 2014] .
In addition, the growing global database of rock denudation rates, including those describing bare rock [e.g., Moses et al., 2014] and regolith production [e.g., Vázquez et al., 2016; West et al., 2013] -both closely tied to mechanical weathering-suggests that they are not universally predictable by traditional climate parameters like mean annual precipitation [e.g., Heimsath et al., 2012; Levenson et al., 2017; Persico et al., 2011; Portenga and Bierman, 2011; Ryb et al., 2014; Von Blanckenburg, 2005] . Thus, overall, there appears to be a clear need for understanding more precisely how climate influences mechanical rock breakdown processes. Here we build on existing rock mechanics and weathering literature to develop a fracture mechanics approach to this problem. In doing so, we illustrate and quantify a mechanistic link between climate and mechanical weathering.
The physical breakdown of rock necessarily stems from the propagation of fractures or cracks. The propensity for any given crack to propagate in a brittle-elastic solid like rock can be described through well-defined fracture mechanics laws that are generally categorized as either equilibrium or kinetic laws. Equilibrium laws predict that cracks will dynamically propagate once some "critical" stress (σ) is reached that exceeds the strength of the material. This strength is dictated by material properties such as tensile strength (σ T ) or fracture toughness (K c aka critical stress intensity factor), which are themselves dependent on inherent material properties like Young's modulus or Poisson's ratio. With few exceptions [e.g., Eppes et al., 2016; Lamp et al., 2017; Walder and Hallet, 1985] , environmentally driven weathering studies in particular have almost invariably applied an equilibrium law approach, asking: Does σ process exceed σ critical ? [e.g., Al-Omari et al., 2014; Bost and Pouya, 2016; Jiménez-González et al., 2008; Ravina and Zaslavsky, 1974; Roering et al., 2010; Wang and An, 2016] .
It is well accepted from the fracture mechanics literature, however, that cracks grow slowly and steadilysubcritically-at stresses much lower than critical stresses, even in rock [e.g., reviews in Anderson, 2005; Atkinson, 1984] . Long-term exposure (10 1 -10 6 years) to such subcritical stress conditions is likely characteristic of all subaerial and near-surface rock environments.
Subcritical cracking is not predicted by equilibrium laws. Instead, it is described by kinetic laws, whereby cracking rates are dependent on factors including the stress magnitude as well as the geometry of the crack itself. Furthermore, and importantly, environmental conditions like moisture and temperature strongly temper the velocity of subcritical cracking [e.g., reviews in Anderson, 2005; Meredith and Atkinson, 1985; Waza et al., 1980] , independent of their influence on the stress loading ( Figure 1 ). A few recent geomorphic studies have begun to explore subcritical cracking as it may apply to topography-related stresses [e.g., Collins and Stock, 2016; Leith et al., 2014; Molnar, 2004; Stock et al., 2012] , thermal stresses [Aldred et al., 2015; Delbo et al., 2014; Gischig et al., 2011b] , or weathering of engineered stone cladding [Chau and Shao, 2006] ; but to our knowledge, the climate dependence of subcritical cracking itself has not been closely examined and quantified in the context of Earth surface processes.
In this paper, we first analyze engineering and geophysics research to show that climate-dependent subcritical cracking is likely the primary mechanism by which all surface and near-surface rocks break down under natural conditions. We then combine foundational fracture mechanics laws and concepts from this literature to develop a relatively simple model that predicts fracture propagation rates for a range of generic stress magnitudes and climate conditions. We use the model, with existing rockproperty data, to calculate erosion rates for granitic rocks exposed to a single source of stress, and a range of subaerial climate conditions. Our calculations are formulated to be applicable to any type of stress experienced by any rock at Earth's surface; however, we examine the specific, simple case of intergranular stresses arising from diurnal thermal cycling because these are minimum stresses that virtually all surface and near-surface rocks experience. As such, our model allows us to explore the sensitivity of weathering and erosion-caused by subcritical cracking-to stress magnitude and climate, as well as to inherent rock mechanical properties. In doing so, we begin to highlight the key elements of a process that is fundamental to most natural rock breakdown. These results have broad implications for understanding chemical weathering, sediment supply, regolith production, and erosion on Earth and other planets. 
. Weathering and Erosion
Mechanical weathering commonly occurs at and near Earth's surface in excess of regional scale brittle failure (jointing) attributable to tectonic plate motions. Herein we define "near" as roughly <100 m, based on common observations that chemically and physically altered bedrock extends to these depths [e.g., Bazilevskaya et al., 2013] . Observable cracking that comprises this weathering is ubiquitous in all rock and all Figure 1 . Conceptual schematic of climate-dependent subcritical cracking. The example shown is for stress corrosion in quartz (section 2). In all panels, external stresses loading magnitude is identical. The stress intensity factor (K) increases with proximity to the crack tip because flaws-like the crack depicted-concentrate stresses in a magnitude that is proportional to the length of the crack. (Changes in K driven by crack growth in Time 3 are not depicted.) Time 1: the molecular bonds bridging a crack tip are stretched due to external loading and are therefore weakened (here the molecules that include the highlighted atom). Time 2: because of the weakening, those "stretched" molecules become chemically reactive with water in the crack (here Si─O─Si is replaced by Si─OH─OH─Si). These reactions can occur with water in either vapor or liquid form, just as-for example-Fe oxidation. For subcritical cracking, however, the chemical reaction occurs solely at the crack tip, without disassociation of the water molecules or formation of reaction products, necessarily occurring. Time 3: the newly formed bonds are weaker than the previous bonds. Consequently, they are readily broken by the subcritical stresses that the rock is experiencing and the crack lengthens. As long as the experienced stress intensity (pointer on the stress meter) is higher than the threshold stress intensity (K th ) but lower than the fracture toughness of the rock (K c ), the process will repeat and subcritical cracking will proceed. Importantly, any external factor that might influence the chemical reaction (humidity, water availability, temperature, pore water chemistry, and rock composition) will-together with the applied external loading-serve to influence the rate at which the crack propagates.
environments, including those of other planets [Eppes et al., 2015b] , and it ranges in scale from micrometers to meters (Figure 2 ).
The sources of stress that lead to mechanical weathering can generally be divided into three broad-and likely interacting-categories: topographic, tectonic, and environmental. Here we define topographic stresses as those that arise from gravitational forces acting in concert with the weight of overlying rock or soil -or lack thereof for the case of unloading-at some depth [e.g., Leith et al., 2014; Molnar, 2004] . Tectonic stresses arise due to ongoing plate motions in Earth's crust that can also interact with topography to enhance stress [Martel, 2006] . Finally, we define environmental stresses as those that comprise all climate-and environment-related stresses including freezing [e.g., Draebing et al., 2017] , salt precipitation [e.g., Amit et al., 1993] , mineral hydration [e.g., Burnett et al., 2008] , biologic activity [e.g., Viles, 2012] , and thermal cycling [e.g., Freire-Lista et al., 2016] . Both tectonic and topographic stresses might be considered static, but virtually all environmental stresses are cyclic at some periodicity (e.g., diurnal, seasonal, and annual).
For individual boulders, environmental stresses likely dominate. For bedrock, however, none of these sources of stress are likely mutually exclusive, and they have been shown to effectively interact to subcritically crack rock [St. Clair et al., 2015; Collins and Stock, 2016; Martel, 2006] . Also, such superposition of stresses is expected by fracture mechanics theory (section 2.2.7). Herein, though, we focus on environmental stresses with the understanding that most concepts discussed also apply to both tectonic and topographic stresses, and that subcritical cracking in most bedrock is due to all three to some extent.
Fracture Mechanics
Whether critically or subcritically, all fractures propagate due to stresses that arise at crack tips where bonds must be permanently broken for a crack to grow. Stresses are typically divided into Mode I (tension), Mode II (in-plane shear), and Mode III (out of plane shear; tearing). Tensile stresses are the most important and dominant in driving fracture propagation and therefore are the primary mode of stress considered herein.
Because fractures or other flaws in brittle elastic solids serve to amplify stresses above external loading levels, the magnitude of stress concentrated at any given crack tip is described by the stress intensity factor, K. Stress intensity is calculated differently for different stress loading and/or crack geometries, but the term is most generically defined for Mode I fracture as K I ≈σ ffiffiffiffiffi ffi πa p , where σ is the stress induced by the external load and a is one half of the crack length. As such, the magnitude of the stress intensity factor at a crack tip (hereafter referred to as stress intensity) is a product of both external loading as well as the size of the flaw itself. There is also thought to be a stress intensity threshold, K th , below which no fracture growth occurs at all (section 2.2.8). Below K c , but above K th , fractures grow subcritically.
Examining subcritical cracking in the context of stress intensity illustrates that as a crack grows, the amount of external loading required for it to propagate decreases. This concept is an important one for mechanical weathering because it means that over geologic time, very low stresses can increase crack lengths to the point where some-seemingly random-small stress may serve to exceed the fracture toughness, K c of the material, and the rock will break catostrophically.
There are many well recognized and hypothesized chemical and physical processes acting at crack tips to subcritically propagate fractures once K th is exceeded. Many are strongly debated and not well-understood [Anderson, 2005] . All, however, involve stressed microcracks that propagate because of chemical reactions between pore water and the cracking material (e.g., reviews in Atkinson [1984] and Brantut et al. [2013] ). These chemical reactions are uniquely efficacious at crack tips where crystal lattice bonds are stretched and thus weakened, allowing the chemical reaction to occur there; subsequently, the crack lengthens rather than widens (Figure 1 ). Environmental factors like temperature and moisture availability influence these reaction rates and therefore influence cracking rates. Such processes have only rarely been referenced in weathering or geomorphology literature [Hooke, 1991; Ishikawa et al., 2004; Molnar, 2004; Tharp, 1987; Walder and Hallet, 1985; Williams and Robinson, 1991] .
Terms including "environmentally assisted cracking," "stress corrosion," "time-dependent crack growth," "progressive failure," "microcracking" or "static fatigue" are commonly synonymously employed to describe combined subcritical cracking processes. In particular, the term stress corrosion is frequently employed to describe a suite of possible chemophysical processes acting at crack tips in concert with stress loading [Parkins, 2005] . In some cases, though, the term is limited to a more strict definition, and one of the other terms listed above is employed instead to cover all such processes [e.g., Anderson, 2005] . Nevertheless, stress corrosion-in its generic form-is extensively cited as the dominant contributing mechanism of subcritical crack growth in stressed crustal rock (e.g., reviews in Anderson and Grew [1977] , Atkinson [1984 Atkinson [ , 1987 , Brantut et al. [2013] , and Meredith [1990] ). It should be noted, however, that extremely few subcritical cracking studies identify the specific process acting at crack tips in studied rock [Brantut et al., 2014a] . Thus, herein all such environmentally dependent processes that serve to propagate fractures under subcritical loading, both cyclic and static, are lumped under the term subcritical cracking.
2.2. The Case for Subcritical Cracking in Subaerial and Near-Surface Rock 2.2.1. Overview At a minimum, subcritical cracking by any environmentally assisted process, regardless of the chemical reaction or material being fractured, requires (1) a preexisting heterogeneity like a microfracture, (2) moisture in the form of liquid water or humidity, and (3) stress loading [Brantut et al., 2013] , all of which likely universally exist in surface or near-surface rock clasts or bedrock. Rates of subcritical cracking in rock are characterized through both theoretical evaluations, as well as laboratory experimentation. In the latter, rocks are subjected to varying environmental conditions and stresses, and subcritical cracking is then measured either directly, through visual evaluation or acoustic emission monitoring, or indirectly through measurement of changes in acoustic velocities.
A large body of experimental studies document that subcritical cracking velocity is dependent on a number of environmental factors including the magnitude of applied stress [e.g., Atkinson and Meredith, 1987] , rock composition [e.g., Nara et al., 2011; Potyondy, 2007] , pore humidity [e.g., Nara et al., 2010] , pore water chemistry [e.g., Jeong et al., 2007] , and temperature [e.g., Heap et al., 2009a] . In the remainder of section 2, we highlight data that support these conclusions. Unless otherwise indicated, all literature cited in the remainder of this section is for work conducted on rock.
Susceptible Rock Types
All major rock types are susceptible to subcritical cracking [Atkinson, 1987] . The majority of research in rocks has been in the context of granite, most commonly Westerly granite [e.g., Atkinson, 1984; Kranz, 1979; Lockner, 1993] . Studies documenting subcritical cracking in other rock types are less common but include
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quartzite and sandstone [Atkinson, 1984; Brantut et al., 2014b; Hadizadeh and Law, 1991; Heap et al., 2009b] , gabbro [Meredith and Atkinson, 1985] , basalt [Heap et al., 2011] , andesite [Nara et al., 2010 [Nara et al., , 2013 , iron ore [Grgic and Amitrano, 2009] , and carbonate rocks [Brantut et al., 2014a; Nicolas et al., 2014; Røyne et al., 2011] . The presence of clay can accelerate subcritical cracking [Nara et al., 2011] , an important finding to consider as rocks become weathered.
In general, all subcritical cracking can proceed without preexisting cracks, senso stricto. All rocks are heterogeneous at small spatial scales and contain inherent flaws like pores, grain boundaries, vesicles, or mineral cleavage that can amplify stresses [e.g., Heap et al., 2014] and lead to subcritical cracking [e.g., Raja and Shoji, 2011] . Thus, in the context of rock, there is no need to discuss crack initiation as strictly defined in fracture mechanics literature pertaining to, for example, steel. The size, density, and shape of existing flaws in rock-as well as their orientation with respect to stress-can, however, strongly influence subcritical cracking rates [Griffiths et al., 2017] . This conclusion represents another key consideration in the context of long-term weathering because such characteristics change through time.
The Chemophysical Processes
The exact chemical reaction that occurs during subcritical cracking will vary with material, or in the case of rocks, the minerals present in the rock. There are numerous documented and proposed chemical reactions, but the most well established is for a type of stress corrosion in silicate minerals, particularly quartz [e.g., Atkinson, 1979; Dove, 1995; Michalske and Freiman, 1982] .
In quartz, strained Si─O bonds at crack tips ( Figure 1 , Time 1) can readily react with pore water due to the resulting decrease in overlap of atomic orbitals. There, weakly bonded Si─OH─OH─Si molecules replace strongly bonded Si─O─Si molecules as water is incorporated into the quartz's chemical structure through electron and proton transfers ( Figure 1 , Time 2). Then, these new weaker bonds are readily broken by the existing stress, and the crack extends (Figure 1, Time 3) . The efficacy of this reaction is less explored inbut thought to be viable for-other commonly occurring silicate minerals such as micas and feldspars. Additional reactions for biotite, feldspars, and calcite have also been proposed [e.g., Barnett and Kerrich, 1980] . Other cited and less well-characterized chemical processes that facilitate subcritical cracking in rock include diffusion mass transport, ion exchange, and dissolution [e.g., Atkinson, 1987; Brantut et al., 2014b] .
Cyclic fatigue, whereby bonds are weakened and then broken due to cyclic loading, is another process that is a well studied but somewhat debated mechanism of subcritical cracking for the case of rock [e.g., Attewell and Farmer, 1973] . While it is relatively commonly considered in weathering studies [e.g., Hall and Thorn, 2014; Halsey et al., 1998 ], cyclic fatigue has less commonly been quantified in terms of weathering-sourced stress and crack propagation [e.g., Brain et al., 2014; Delbo et al., 2014; Jia et al., 2015; Molaro et al., 2017] . The fatigue process is complicated, however, by numerous factors such as friction on fracture surfaces that are not typically considered by weathering scientists [e.g., Scholz and Kranz, 1974; Scholz and Koczynski, 1979] .
While cyclic fatigue-driven subcritical cracking can theoretically proceed under zero humidity with no chemical reaction process necessary, it is widely understood that stress corrosion-or other environmentally driven cracking as described above-proceeds under cyclic loading [Jones, 1992] . Thus, cyclic fatigue cannot be isolated-except perhaps in a vacuum under 0% humidity-from these other environmentally driven subcritical cracking processes. Instead, cyclic fatigue serves to both simultaneously and independently propagate microfractures experiencing cyclic loading conditions [e.g., Costin and Holcomb, 1981] . We quantitatively explore the relationship between cyclic-and static-driven subcritical cracking in Appendix A and demonstrate that they are equivalent.
Moisture and Temperature Dependence
In a broad range of rock types, subcritical cracking rates are experimentally shown to increase with increasing atmospheric relative humidity, with the presence of liquid water and with increasing temperatures-within the range of those experienced on Earth's surface [Heap et al., 2009a; Holder et al., 2001; Kranz et al., 1982; Meredith and Atkinson, 1985; Nara et al., 2010 Nara et al., , 2013 Nara et al., , 2011 . Although rock type and water chemistry influence these relationships, most experimental data reveal order of magnitude increases in subcritical cracking velocity with linear increases in factors like relative humidity or temperature in virtually all rock types studied. For example, rates of cracking in dolerite increased by 2-3 orders of magnitude-under the same stress intensity -when subjected to wet conditions at 20°C versus 75°C [Meredith and Atkinson, 1983] . Few experimental data exist for temperatures below freezing.
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Liquid water is not necessary for subcritical cracking to proceed. Experiments in rock are commonly conducted under environments ranging from low humidity (30%) up to fully saturated conditions [Brantut et al., 2013] , and measurable subcritical cracking occurs throughout the full range of relative humidity, without the presence of liquid water [Jeong et al., 2007; Nara et al., 2010 Nara et al., , 2013 . In virtually all of the experimental data demonstrating the moisture dependence of subcritical cracking, the slope of the velocity curve itself remains constant, possibly suggesting that the subcritical cracking mechanism itself remains constant [Røyne et al., 2011] .
Relative humidity at Earth's surface averages between 70% and 80% for most land areas besides deserts and high elevations, which average 30-60% [Dai, 2006] . Information regarding the internal moisture levels of rock or bedrock under soil are currently relatively limited [McAllister et al., 2017 [McAllister et al., , 2016 Rode et al., 2016; Sass, 2005; Stück et al., 2013] . Accurate measurements of how humidity translates to long-term rock interior moisture will be necessary, however, for accurate predictions of subcritical cracking rates in weathering environments. Measured degrees of saturation in exposed rock range from 10 to 100% in the upper few meters and average 30-50% [review in Sass, 2005] , but even in relatively dry Antarctic climate, granite surfaces have been measured to be wet 40% of the time during summer months [Elliott, 2004] . Surface topography and shading can result in variable rock moisture conditions at relatively small space scales [Schnepfleitner et al., 2015] .
Few studies have measured long-term daily rock surface temperatures. Short-term data from different environments suggest that rock surface temperature minimums are on the scale of that of air, whereas maximums are commonly~10°C higher than ambient air temperature [Eppes et al., 2016; Hall and André, 2001; McKay et al., 2009; Sumner et al., 2004 Sumner et al., , 2007 . Temperature measurements in rock interiors are much less common; they are tempered by rock thermal diffusivity [Anderson, 1998; Smith et al., 2011] . The global annual averages of daily air temperature range spans from~5°to~25°C, with the majority of the Earth's land surface falling between 10°and 20°C [Chan et al., 2016; Harris et al., 2014] . Annual averages of daily rock surface temperature range data are also rare but are reported between about 30°C for semiarid temperate climates and about 25°C for humid temperate climates [Eppes et al., 2016; Sumner et al., 2004] . 2.2.5. Water Chemistry Dependence Pore water chemistry influences subcritical cracking rates, but there is somewhat limited knowledge of the precise nature of these effects for rock. Nevertheless, simple water vapor-over organic vapor like methanol for example-has been cited and demonstrated as one of the most effective subcritical cracking agents [Jeong et al., 2007] . Subcritical crack growth in rock also appears to be pH dependent. In quartz this is especially the case at low stress intensity values, where crack velocities are significantly higher in basic water [Atkinson and Meredith, 1981] . However, as with all geochemical reactions, the effect of pH is dependent on the exact constituents of the solution and the mineral involved. For example, subcritical cracking velocities for calcite generally increase with increasing pH; but in the presence of some bases (e.g., NaOH), they do not [Dunning et al., 1994] .
The typical pH of meteoric waters under a broad range of environmental conditions is between about 4.1 and 5.5. Global estimates of soil water pH range between~4.5 and 8.5 [Batjes, 1995] . Measurements of the pore water chemistry of surface rocks are relatively rare. However, those values are likely more akin to that of soil rather than rainwater and will likewise vary with vegetation and temperature. For example, median soil pH for shallow (0-30 cm) soils weathering directly from bedrock have been measured between 5.6 for siliceous rocks like granite and 7.6 for carbonates and 7.7 for basalts [Batjes, 1995] . Measures of pH of pools forming in granite quarries in cool temperate environments seasonally and diurnally ranged between 6.2 and 6.8 depending on temperature [Reed and Klugh, 1924] . Experiments flushing distilled water through ground quartz particles revealed similar values [Atkinson and Meredith, 1981] .
Effects of Confining Pressures
Rates of subcritical cracking generally decrease or are halted with increasing confining pressures [Brantut et al., 2014a; Christensen and Wang, 1985; Heap et al., 2009b Heap et al., , 2011 Zoback and Byerlee, 1975] . Nevertheless, the majority of experiments have in fact been conducted under atmospheric pressure [Brantut et al., 2013] where crack velocities are presumably the highest. For bedrock, topographic stresses [Molnar, 2004] and effects or tectonic stresses [Martel, 2006 [Martel, , 2011 likely serve to offset confining pressures to some degree and are potentially additive to other environmentally related loading [Clair et al., 2015; Gischig et al., 2011a; Stock et al., 2012] .
In a relatively simple view lithostatic, or confining pressure, P, increases linearly with subsurface depth, z, according to P(z) = P o + ρgz. Here ρ and g are bulk rock density-which itself will change with depth-and gravitational acceleration, respectively, and P o is the pressure at some datum, typically the rock surface [e.g., Passchier and Trouw, 2005 ]. It appears, however, that very little, if any, subcritical crack growth data explicitly address the influence of relatively small sub-MPa confining pressures characterizing weathering environments, including those extant under soil cover. Depth to bedrock can vary over small spatial scales and might range from 10 À1 to 10 0 m in tectonically active settings where erosion is relatively rapid but may range from 10 À1 to 10 2 in slowly eroding landscapes [Bazilevskaya et al., 2013] . We consider these effects in more detail in Appendix B. 2.2.7. Stress-Dependence and Weathering-Related Stresses Regardless of rock type, subcritical cracking rates are consistently shown in experimental and theoretical studies to increase with increasing magnitude of applied tensile stress (e.g., review in Amitrano and Helmstetter [2006] ). This relationship is due not only to higher mechanical tensile stresses induced by loading but also to enhanced efficacy of subcritical cracking-related chemical reactions under higher stresses; the latter, in turn, arises because of weaker bond strengths that manifest at crack tips under loading. In some cases, however, only limited cracking acceleration is observed under a narrow zone of stress magnitudes intermediate between K c and K th (referred to as Region II subcritical cracking) when moisture availability is low-due to permeability, for example [e.g., Nara et al., 2017] . This effect is due to the inability of moisture to transmit to crack tips at these cracking velocities; as stresses approach K c the process becomes more mechanical and influenced by the rock strength [e.g., Atkinson, 1987] .
Numerical modeling and laboratory tests confirm that rates of subcritical cracking under static loading are dependent on mean stress magnitude, whereas those rates under cyclic loading are sensitive to the amplitude of the stress cycles [Costin and Holcomb, 1981; Heap and Faulkner, 2008; Scholz and Koczynski, 1979] . With respect to cyclic loading, the number of cycles to failure also depends on the loading rate. It is thought that at high stressing rates, there is insufficient time for subcritical cracking-related chemical reactions to proceed before a cyclic fatigue limit is reached by the material [Costin and Holcomb, 1981; Hadizadeh and Law, 1991] . In contrast, at relatively low stressing rates, subcritical cracking has sufficient time to produce further rock breakdown, resulting in an overall lower number of cycles necessary to trigger catastrophic failure [Costin and Holcomb, 1981] .
In addition, the overall magnitude of external stresses required for subcritical cracking is lower when adjacent microfractures interact to produce a higher stress intensity than that of a solitary crack [e.g., Costin, 1985] . This phenomenon is due to the fundamental influence that crack proximity has on stress intensity overall [Anderson, 2005] . In such cases, crack growth is fastest in regions and/or directions of highest crack density or directions parallel to a preexisting microcrack fabric [e.g., Kudo et al., 1992; Nara and Kaneko, 2006; Zhao, 1998 ]. As such zones of high microfracture or flaw density-for example, along bedding planes-will experience faster subcritical cracking, leading eventually to more prominent macrocracks, as is commonly observed in the field (e.g., Figure 2b ).
Finally, overall stress intensity values for Mode I (tensile) subcritical crack opening are additive under the simultaneous action of differing Mode I loading mechanisms [Anderson, 2005] . In other words, the magnitude of the stress intensity for any given crack, at any given time, is calculated by adding the magnitude of all tensile stresses that the crack is experiencing. Therefore, in weathering environments, even very low-magnitude tensile loading mechanisms presumably act in concert to allow exceedance of the threshold stress, K th , necessary for subcritical cracking to occur (see below). Acoustic emission data from instrumented boulders [Eppes et al., 2016] , as well as instrumentation and theoretical considerations of rock walls [Collins and Stock, 2016] , support this picture, in that cracking is observed to preferentially occur under several-simultaneously acting-low-magnitude stresses.
Threshold Stress Intensity for Subcritical Cracking
There is no consensus on the magnitude of the lower stress intensity limit, K th , below which subcritical cracking does not occur [e.g., Atkinson, 1987] . Some existing observational and modeling data suggest that stresses as low as 100 kPa can lead to fracture propagation and failure over time [Gischig et al., 2011b] example, the K th /K c ratio needed for splitting micas along cleavage planes in a wet environment has been measured at 0.1 [Lawn, 1993] and that of quartz at 0.15 [Parks, 1984] .
It is important to note, however, that the experiments that produce K th data can only constrain its upper limit, that is, the stress above which the material will unambiguously subcritically crack. It is not known the extent to which such experiments are translatable to extremely long timescales relevant to weathering processes, where stresses well below 0.1 K c could still result in extremely slow cracking not readily measurable in a laboratory setting [Heap and Faulkner, 2008; Heap et al., 2009b] . Further, the magnitude of K th itself is strongly dependent on environmental and material properties [e.g., Eberhardt et al., 1998 ], adding more ambiguity to the 0.1-0.2 K c estimate for K th . In our modeling below, we build an argument that generally supports K th values of 0.2 K c for granite; in reality, however, this parameter is one for which there is an overall lack of data in the context of weathering and erosion over geologic timescales.
Calculations of environmental stresses experienced in outcrops [Holzhausen, 1989; Jiménez-González et al., 2008; Tharp, 1987; Walder and Hallet, 1985; Wang and An, 2016] and individual boulders [Eppes et al., 2016; Molaro et al., 2017; Shi, 2011; Tanigawa and Takeuti, 1983] are relatively rare. In these studies, maximum potential stresses calculated are typically on the order of kPa to a few MPa. Although stress magnitudes of these orders are generally lower than tensile strength values for most rock types, they are almost always within the range of K th~-0.1 K c to 0.2 K c for the rock types considered. Thus, it would appear that most weathering-related stresses are not critical but are sufficient for subcritical cracking, even with conservative values of K th . Lightning strikes may be one of the few exceptions [Knight and Grab, 2014] .
Modeling Climate-Dependent Subcritical Cracking and Rock Erosion: Overview
In the remainder of the paper, we develop and validate simple, theoretical models of climate-dependent subcritical cracking and associated rock erosion for generic, granitic rocks exposed at Earth's surface. We employ realistic rock, environment, and stress-loading parameters that can be interchanged with those of other rock types or climates.
Modeling any subcritical cracking in rock requires that we first model a stress. Here we focus on intergranular stresses produced by diurnal thermal cycling, a ubiquitous, physically simple and well-understood process. All surface and near-surface rocks on Earth, as well as other planetary bodies, experience thermal cycling and therefore likely undergo some degree of thermally induced diminution [e.g., Molaro et al., 2017; Delbo et al., 2014; Eppes et al., 2015b; Aldred et al., 2015] . Thus, these universally occurring stresses represent a lower limit on all environmental stresses, regardless of climate, rock type, rock, or outcrop shape or size, and therefore make a good starting point for thinking of subcritical cracking in near-surface environments.
In the modeling, we focus on the following:
1. Modeling stresses as purely cyclic, we use Paris's law [Paris et al., 1961] to describe the relationship between crack growth rate and stress
where a = a(N) is the crack length following the N th load cycle, C and m are material-and climatedependent constants, and ΔK I is the amplitude of the cyclically varying Mode I stress intensity factor, K I . 2. The effect of climate on crack growth, as modeled by equation (1), enters through the environment dependence of both the Paris law exponent, m, and to a lesser extent, the Paris law coefficient, C (summarized in textbooks such as Anderson [2005] ). Unfortunately, for rock experiencing cyclic loading, virtually no data currently exist on either of these parameters nor on the subcritical cracking threshold, K th . Thus, a significant original contribution of the current work is that we develop and validate estimates for these parameters that are suitable to their application in a weathering environment (section 5). Herein, we only quantify the relationship between moisture and these parameters, ignoring that other environmental factors such as temperature influence them and thus subcritical cracking rates.
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3. The effect of temperature on subcritical cracking in our models enters only through the temperature dependence of the particular stress we characterize, intergranular stresses induced by diurnal thermal cycling, which we model using an existing [Holzhausen, 1989] analytical solution (Appendix C). The magnitude of these stresses is controlled not only by diurnal temperature range (section C1) but also by the rock's Poisson's ratio and differences in coefficients of thermal expansion of the rock's primary constituent minerals (section C2). 4. We incorporate thermal and physical parameter characteristics of granite into our models (Table 1) because it is a common rock type for which physical property data are generally available. 5. Once validated, we first employ the proposed subcritical cracking model to examine the influence of relative humidity alone on cracking rates under different stress magnitudes (section 7). We do so by treating the rock's experienced stress as a ratio to its fracture toughness. As such, these first results are applicable for most any source of cyclic stress. 6. We then combine the subcritical cracking model with the thermal stress model to calculate rates of weathering/erosion of subaerial granitic rock under different climate conditions (section 8). We idealize weathering/erosion as spalling/granular disaggregation, whereby once a representative, in-growing crack reaches the characteristic critical crack length, a c , the small outer layer of rock grains of thickness a c , spalls off. As such, our modeled erosion might be considered equivalent to the style of steady, surface-down rock erosion that is commonly assumed in studies of 10 Be-derived regolith production and rock erosion rates [e.g., Heimsath et al., 1997] .
The rock erosion model obtained-which neglects all other stress-loading and erosion processes-thus allows prediction of a range of "minimum" erosion rates. That range is obtained as a function of known ranges in various rock parameters and of the following climate parameters: (i) mean annual relative humidity and (ii) in the case of the thermal stresses that we explore here, the mean annual diurnal temperature variation.
Climate-Dependent Subcritical Cracking Model
Assumptions and Simplifications
We argue that simplified crack propagation modeling can provide insight into how climate-dependent subcritical cracking may act as a weathering process. We view our approach as a physically motivated alternative to using, for example, reaction rate theory for determining crack velocities [e.g., ala Røyne et al., 2011] , or multiscale, finite element, thermoelastic, and/or fracture modeling [e.g., Delbo et al., 2014; Molaro and Byrne, 2015] , both of which require numerous rock and environmental parameters that currently do not exist. 
These are the maximum and minimum bulk values for these minerals as derived from all measured values found in the literature examined in this study (n~10 for both). We do not consider the values for individual crystallographic axes of these minerals, which can vary greatly [Meredith et al., 2001] . 
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Thus, we believe that the proposed modeling approach-emphasizing physically based scaling arguments that lead to testable observations and conclusions-and focused on grain-scale cracking processes that are quantitatively well characterized, allows identification of key parameters that influence weatheringinduced subcritical cracking.
Assumptions and simplifications in the model include the following:
1. We limit attention to grain-scale subcritical cracking on subaerially exposed rock surfaces that-on the scale of grain-size cracks-are nominally flat. 2. Thus, we focus solely on formation of intergranular surface cracks having initial lengths, a o , on the order of the characteristic grain size, d g . This assumption is consistent with the observation that microfracture lengths in unweathered rock are typically on the order of the constituent grain size [Nasseri et al., 2005] . 3. Further, we assume that the characteristic critical crack length, a c , is also on the order of the characteristic grain size, again a reasonable assumption given the abundant field and laboratory evidence of the general propensity for rocks to granularly disaggregate [Eppes and Griffing, 2010; Gómez-Heras et al., 2006; Goudie, 2013; Siegesmund et al., 2000] . Thus, our modeling is limited to one-albeit common-style of rock cracking, granular disaggregation ( Figure 2a ). 4. We use order of magnitude calculations to address the growth of cracks from their initial lengths to their critical lengths. Such an approach is desirable given the innate heterogeneity of geologic materials. Then, noting that such an approach dictates that subtracting two values of the same order of magnitude yields the same order of magnitude, we estimate that the characteristic distance of growth from a crack's incipient to critical length is the average grain size of the rock, d g . 5. We assume that modeled cracks are not growing along some inherent heterogeneity such as foliation, which would influence K. As such, any in-growing crack lying at a given depth, z, will tend to arrest at depths on the order of z + d g , due to impingement on grains of differing strength or orientations at the lower depth. Crack growth arrest due to impingement on nearby grains is commonly observed in experimental data [e.g., Swanson, 1984] . 6. We assume that stresses are largest at the rock surface. This assumption likely holds for many environmental stresses. In the case of thermal stresses considered here, this assumption follows from the fact that characteristic grain dimensions, d g , are much smaller than the characteristic diurnal thermal penetration depth, δ T , which our estimates show is on the order of~25 cm for granites with generic properties (Appendix C). For processes like salt growth and freezing, current understanding [Hales and Roering, 2007; McAllister et al., 2017] suggests that grain size is likewise much smaller than the characteristic depth of penetration of liquid water and freeze zones. 7. For cracks having characteristic lengths on the order of d g , we assume that associated zones of both thermal or stress intensity influence are likewise on the order of d g . In other words, adjacent cracks found~d g distance away do not influence either the thermal stress or the stress intensity of the crack being modeled. 8. In terms of the intergranular thermal stresses considered here, we consider granite to be composed of two primary constituent minerals, feldspar and quartz (Appendix C). A recent numerical model suggests that these minerals dominate the thermal stress and fracture response of granite [Vázquez et al., 2015] . 9. We assume that thermal stresses within the region of the modeled crack remain oriented roughly parallel to the rock surface [Shi, 2011] , so that grain layers within this high-stress zone experience roughly cyclic compressive and tensile, surface-tangential loads. Thus, we assume that cracks grow predominantly in a direction normal to the rock surface. This assumption is supported by field observations showing that a majority of surface cracks in boulders exhibit subvertical to vertical dip angles [Aldred et al., 2015] .
We reemphasize that we focus on the simplest case wherein thermal stresses are produced solely by diurnal temperature cycling and subcritical cracking occurs only at grain boundaries over relatively short spatial scales before critical cracking occurs. In addition, our model does not account for the effects of thermal cycling over longer or shorter timescales. Nor does it consider rock albedo [Gómez-Heras et al., 2006; Hall et al., 2005; Viles, 2005; Warke and Smith, 1998 ], biologic cover [Mayaud et al., 2014] , light penetration [Hall et al., 2010] , or rapid temperature fluctuations associated with weather [McKay et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2011] ; all of which can impact the magnitude, as well as the phase of thermal stresses, i.e., the timing of diurnal temperature peaks and troughs. Similarly, we do not account for rock geometric effects where, for
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example, thermally induced subsurface temperatures and stresses can arise within individual boulders or rock outcrops due to rock shape [Eppes et al., 2016; Molaro et al., 2017; Shi, 2011] . Likewise, the model neglects thermal expansion anisotropy along different mineral axes, which can be large, e.g., in calcite or feldspar [Fei, 1995] , and strongly influence subcritical cracking due to thermal stress [Meredith et al., 2001] .
Model Development
In order to determine cyclic, thermally driven, subcritical cracking, we must integrate equation (1). Integration requires, in turn, information on stress-and moisture-dependent parameters.
Readers not interested in the technical details associated with the subcritical cracking model derivation may skip to section 5.
Accommodation of Stress
Considering the stress intensity amplitude, ΔK I (equation (1)), for surface cracks growing into a planar, effectively semi-infinite region, fracture mechanics [Anderson, 2005] gives ΔK I as
where ΔK I (z, t) and a(z, t) are, respectively, the time-and depth-dependent stress intensity amplitude and crack length. In the case of this work, the effective stress amplitude comes from intergranular thermal stress arising in a rock exposed to diurnal temperature cycling and having two primary mineral constituents with different coefficients of thermal expansion (Appendix C; equation (C7)):
Here ΔT o = T surface,max À T ∞ is the maximum surface temperature variation produced by diurnal temperature cycling, Δα = the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the mineral constituents, E = Young's modulus, and ν = Poisson's ratio.
Equation (3) neglects the depth-wise decay in the near-surface temperature field, at least over length scales on the order of in-growing cracks. We assume, however, that time-varying temperatures within the nearsurface crack zone essentially track with, and have the same magnitude as, the time-varying rock surface temperature. This assumption is valid (1) because we are only considering cracks on the order of the characteristic grain size, d g (Appendix C), and (2) because d g for typical granite as well as for virtually all rock types will be much smaller than the thermal penetration depth, δ T . Thus, we use ΔT o when calculating both the maximum characteristic stress, Δσ max , in equation (3) and the associated stress intensity amplitude, ΔK I , in equation (2).
Accommodation of Moisture
As previously mentioned, almost no data exist on m and C, the Paris law exponent and coefficient for cyclic fatigue cracking of rock under different environmental conditions. However, some experimental data have been gathered on noncyclic environmentally dependent subcritical cracking of rocks. These data are generally correlated using Charles' law [Charles, 1958] of subcritical crack growth:
where the left-hand side is the crack growth rate; C c is a rock-and climate-dependent constant; K I is the stress-and crack-geometry-dependent stress intensity; and n is the rock-and environment-dependent "subcritical crack growth index." (The parameter n is often also referred to as the "stress corrosion index," a misnomer since subcritical cracking proceeds by any number of processes including stress corrosion (section 2.1.1).)
Because cracking is predicated on chemical reactions (Figure 1 ; section 2.2.3), n is strongly dependent on the amount of moisture present during testing, either in the form of ambient humidity or surface water (e.g., reviews in Atkinson [1987] and Brantut et al. [2013] ). We therefore-after demonstrating m = n (Appendix A) -incorporate existing empirical data [Nara et al., 2013] relating n to ambient humidity conditions for granitic rocks into our crack growth model (section 7). Although we employ only a single suite of measured n-moisture relationships in our calculations, experimental data show that similar climate sensitivity appears to exist in n for most rock types (e.g., Nara 
Here a o is the intial crack length, β = 1 À m/2, C 1 = C Δσ m max π m=2 , and Δσ max is given by equation (3).
Equation (5) provides the basis for derivation of a simplified but equivalent and physically transparent crack growth equation (section 7).
Derivation of Model Input Parameters Specific to and Necessary for Predicting
Climate-Dependent Subcritical Cracking in a Weathering Environment
As we have described above, most research on subcritical cracking in rock has been conducted in the context of tectonically driven fracture of relatively deep crustal rocks. Thus, gaps in the existing characterization of subcritical cracking must be addressed in order to use our predictive rock cracking and rock erosion rate models in the context of weathering conditions.
In Appendix A, we provide details of our determination of the equivalence between the Paris' law and Charles' law exponents m and n, respectively. In brief, we consider an idealized experiment in which a large set, N, of nominally identical stress relaxation tests, performed on N separate, nominally identical rock specimens, is performed ( Figure A1 ). An (ensemble) average, time-dependent stress relaxation, <σ(t)>, can then be determined (over the set of N specimens). Repeating this experiment an infinite number of times, using separate sets of N nominally identical rock specimens in each experiment then allows construction of an infinitely long, repeating cycle of ensemble averaged stress relation histories. Performing a Fourier decomposition of the latter finally allows us to interpret the infinite series of ensemble averaged stress relaxation histories as an equivalent superposition of purely sinusoidal, infinite-in-time load histories, showing that m = n.
In Appendix D, we derive and validate-against measured values from two different materials-an estimate for the Paris' law coefficient:
where d g is the rock characteristic rock grain size, K c the rock fracture toughness, and m is the Paris law exponent.
In Appendix E, we derive and validate-against measured values in rock-an approximate, common material property-dependent relationship for the threshold stress intensity, K th , required for initiation of subcritical crack growth (see section 2.2.8 for background):
where σ T is the rock tensile strength and d g is the characteristic rock grain size.
It should be noted that we do not evaluate the extent to which our estimations of any of these parameters might be applicable to subcritical cracking at scales greater than grain scale.
Subcritical Cracking Model Validation
We test the proposed subcritical cracking model (equation (5)) against observed short timescale crack evolutions, as well as predicted long timescale evolutions, as reported by Delbo et al. [2014] for two asteroid rock types exposed to experimentally controlled cyclic heating.
Based on the rock thermal and thermoelastic properties for the rock types given in Delbo et al. [2014] , we assume the following parameter values: m = 3.86,
MPa, and ν = 0.11. Here α = χα i + (1À χ)α m is the bulk thermal expansion coefficient, α i and α m are chondrule and matrix thermal expansion coefficients, χ and (1 À χ) are
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corresponding volume fractions, C is the Paris law coefficient, and E oc and E cc are the bulk moduli for ordinary and carbonaceous chondrite, respectively. Due to lack of data, the value for the Poisson ratio, ν, is assumed to be approximately equal to that for granite, ν = 0.22, and is taken as the intermediate value of the range (0.1-0.33) reported in Gercek [2007] . Initial crack sizes are taken from Delbo et al. [2014] .
Since chondrites are composed of chondrules embedded in a fine-grained matrix, we define the difference in constituent thermal expansion coefficients as Δα = α i À α m , where, from Delbo et al. [2014] ,
Unfortunately, no data apparently exist on characteristic thermal expansion coefficients for typical matrix materials, α m , and no information is given in Delbo et al. Crack lifetimes, or equivalently, approximate chondrite lifetimes predicted by the present model, are compared in Figure 3 against those predicted by the two-scale model in Delbo et al. [2014] . As shown, reasonable agreement is observed for both ordinary and carbonaceous rock types. It is important to note, however, that predicted crack lifetimes are sensitive to the parameters m and C, as well as Δα. Delbo et al. [2014] considers the effects of uncertainty in m and C on predicted crack evolutions. Here with regard to Δα, we find that over the short~1000 h experimental timescales used in Delbo et al. [2014] , crack evolutions predicted by the present model are fully consistent with observed evolutions and are largely insensitive to Δα, at least over the range 10
α. By contrast, for the same range of Δα, predicted crack lifetimes over long timescales, 10 3 to 10 7 thermal cycles [Delbo et al., 2014] , vary by orders of magnitude.
Nevertheless, using the parameters given above, as well as the value of Δα = α i À α m = 2.55 × 10 À6 K À1 , obtained as described above, we find reasonable agreement between crack evolutions predicted by the simple model in equation (5) and both short timescale experimental observations in Delbo et al. [2014] and long timescale predictions obtained via Delbo's relatively complex two-scale model [Delbo et al., 2014] . These results (i) support the validity of our simple crack model, equation (5), and (ii) provide further support for the ansatz, Δα = α 1 À α 2 , proposed in equation (C5) of Appendix C.
Evaluating the Effects of Climate on Subcritical Cracking
Incorporating Realistic Data Into the Proposed Subcritical Cracking Model
In order to expose climatic effects on subcritical cracking (in this case specifically, the effects of long timescale mean relative humidity, hRHi, and long timescale mean diurnal temperature range, hΔTi), we recast equation (5) in an approximate form that highlights these dependencies by enabling the use of realistic moisture and temperature data and produces crack growth rates: 
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Here N(hRHi, hΔTi) is the approximate minimum number of days required for an incipient, near-surface, subgrain-scale crack to grow from incipience to a critical length, a c , which is on the order of size of d g (Appendix D). The effect of humidity on the subcritical crack growth index, n, is captured by the empirical correlation between n and relative humidity (RH) taken from Nara et al. [2013] and by the equivalence of n with m, the Paris law exponent (Appendix A). Finally, the relationship between the average diurnal stress intensity fluctuation, ΔK I , and the mean annual rock-surface temperature variation, hΔTi, is captured using
where hΔTi = h|T max À T min |i is the annual average of the daily temperature variation of the rock surface (and where T max À T min can, in extreme climates, be negative).
We present cracking rates as the minimum time required, τ c,min , for a near-surface crack to grow subcritically from incipience to a critical length, a c~dg :
This approach (i) provides a lower bound on moisture-and temperature-sensitive, near-surface subcritical cracking and (ii) exposes the influence of these climate parameters on subcritical cracking.
Equation (8) is derived as follows:
1. Let N tot represent the number of diurnal heating cycles that a representative crack experiences as it grows from an initial length of a o , on or near an exposed rock surface, to a final length of a c . Setting a(N) = a(N tot ) = a c and N = N tot in equation (5) and solving for N tot then yields
; from Appendix D to approximate the Paris law coefficient. 3. Given the natural heterogeneity in rock, we treat the growth of the crack from a o to a c using an order of magnitude analysis. As previously mentioned, both are assumed to be of a size on the same order of magnitude of d g . Using equation (11), and noting that subtracting two terms of the same order of magnitude, a
Àψ g , yields a difference having the same order of magnitude, we obtain the approximate expression in equation (9).
Calculating Climate-Dependent Subcritical Cracking Under Generic Stress
In general, analytical models [e.g., Costin and Holcomb, 1981] indicate that rates of subcritical cracking under cyclic loads, regardless of the load origin, increase as the amplitude of the stress intensity, ΔK I , approaches a critical magnitude related to the fracture toughness K c . With this effect in mind, we can restate equation (8) in a generic form connecting the number of diurnal, subgrain-and grain-scale, near-surface subcritical crack events experienced by the rock, N = τ c,min , to a ratio, ΔK I /K c . This ratio juxtaposes the amplitude of the characteristic diurnal stress intensity variation relative to the rock's fracture toughness:
Considering stress as a ratio in this way makes the model results quantitatively applicable to any source of stress whose magnitude is lower than the fracture toughness, K c , employed in the calculations (Table 1) . Thus, the remainder of section 7 is focused on combining equation (9) with equation (10) to calculate τ c,min as a function of the single climate variable relative humidity hRHi.
Specific assumptions to this approach are as follows:
1. The crack growth equation, equation (3) or its equivalent, equation (8), assumes fixed m and C through time-likely an oversimplification. Nevertheless, since both of these parameters depend on relative humidity, we also fix RH at a long-time average, hRHi. 2. Time averages must be obtained over periods that meet or exceed the characteristic time, τ c , required for a representative crack to grow from a o to a c . Thus, we do not take into account climate change during model runs.
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7.2.1. Results Our calculations demonstrate that for any given generically sourced stress magnitude, there are accelerations in subcritical cracking-relative to waterfree conditions-produced at even very low-average annual relative humidity ( Figure 4a ). As stress intensities experienced by the rock approach its fracture toughness, crack velocities increase, while the effects of moisture decrease. This relationship arises because chemical processes at crack tips are less efficacious when there is insufficient time for them to occur and/or moisture does not have time to transfer into the crack tip as it extends [Atkinson, 1987] . Thus, the influence of moisture becomes less apparent under relatively high ΔK I .
Nevertheless, the influence of humidity will remain as shown even when several tensile stress-loading mechanisms are acting on the rock at the same time. In other words, humidity, regardless of the sequence and magnitudes of daily stress, amplifies the summed effect of all weathering-related stress loading processes. This conclusion is mathematically valid assuming (a) that the weathering-related tensile stresses act as superposed, noninteracting (i.e., linear) processes; (b) that grain-scale crack healing processes remain negligible; and (c) that the daily effect of these randomly imposed weathering-related processes results in an approximately fixed daily variation in the stress intensity factor, ΔK I , Further-for any given long-time average relative humidity-subcritical cracking rates exhibit a clear sigmoid character, with rapid, accelerating growth occurring as the stress intensity, ΔK I , begins to approach K c (Figure 4 ). For any given crack, this effect physically corresponds to an often long period of very slow subcritical crack growth, which gradually transitions-as crack lengths approaches the critical length-to relatively fast growth. Thus, our results demonstrate how long periods of slow subcritical cracking, under low stress intensity, can lead to critical cracking without any substantial change in stress-loading magnitude.
Model Result Variability Due to Rock and Environment Variabilities
The results depicted in Figure 4a are calculated using an average value of K c and a single set of data quantifying the relationship between the subcritical crack growth index, n, and humidity for granite. In Figure 4 . (a) The minimum time required, τ c,min , for a representative, surface-or near-surface crack to grow to a critical length in a rock having parameters listed in Table 1 and plotted as a function of the experienced stress intensity amplitude relative to rock fracture toughness, ΔK I /K c , and the long-time average relative humidity, hRHi. Thus, here-by considering stress as a ratio to fracture toughness-τ c,min is calculated and plotted as a function of any generic, environment-driven, nominally diurnal, seasonal, or random source of near-surface tensile stress. (b) The potential variability, δτ c,min , in minimum crack lifetimes, τ c,min , estimated using equation (13) and the general range of known values of different rock parameters. Based on available data, we assume that δK c /K c~0 .5 and that δ(ΔK I )/ΔK I~0 .5. Additionally, focusing on Westerly granite, an estimate for the mean, humidity-dependent Paris law/Charles' law exponent, m/n, is obtained using Nara et al. (13), even small and moderate relative variabilities in the latter produce large estimated relative variability in δτ c,min /τ c,min . For this reason, τ c,min À δτ c,min , is, for all ΔK I /K c shown, negative and is thus not presented. The implication of this sensitivity analysis is that cracking velocity-under many combinations of these parameters-ranges significantly; the relative influence of humidity, however, does not. (Note: in the case of a repeating, nominally seasonal stress, a conversion factor, c = (1 season)/(average days per season), multiplies the right side of equation (12). Further, the case of a randomly acting environmental stress (es) would require determination of an average time-varying stress history, followed by Fourier decomposition of the history, with equation (12) applied to each Fourier stress mode. Treatment of the random case would follow the linear damage model [Anderson, 2005] ).
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reality, however, due to natural variability in rock composition-and geologic and climatic history-all of the fracture mechanics properties employed to make those calculations, not just n, will change in both time and space. Therefore, in Appendix F, we outline a generic method for estimating variability in τ c,min produced by random, natural variations in K c , ΔK I , and n. In the case of weathering, natural variability arises from two sources: (i) variability, over many time scales, in climate, and (ii) variability in rock material properties, the latter determined by numerous factors including rock mineralogy, microstructure, and both chemical and physical weathering history.
A standard propagation of uncertainty argument [Coleman and Steele, 2009] leads to the following expression for estimating the band of variability in minimum crack lifetime estimates (detailed in Appendix F):
Here δτ c,min /τ c,min is the estimated relative variability in τ c,min , as produced by known or, more typically, estimated relative variabilities, δK c /K c , δ(ΔK I )/ΔK I , and δn/n, in K c , ΔK I , and n, respectively.
In equation (13), mean values of τ c,min , K c , ΔK I , and n are used wherever these variables appear without a leading δ. In addition, the strong dependence of n on the climate-dependent average humidity, hRHi, is emphasized, and we formulate the equation to accommodate any source of stress. In order to estimate the relative variabilities, δK c /K c and δn/n, we suggest that for any given family of similar rock types, available measurements of K c and m be pooled and used as follows: (i) rough estimates of mean K c and moisturedependent mean n = n(hRHi) should first be determined. (ii) Observed spreads, K c,max À K c,min and n max (hRHi) À n(hRHi), in available data can then be used as rough surrogates for δK c and δn.
The results of this estimate for δτ c,min , shown as a function of average relative humidity, hRHi, are presented in Figure 4b with details of the calculations provided in section F4. For clarity, we show only the estimated variability bands corresponding to the largest and smallest relative humidity, hRHi = 95% and hRHi = 0%, respectively, presented in Figure 4a .
As illustrated by equation (13), the estimated variability in τ c,min is strongly sensitive to the magnitude of the subcritical crack growth index, n. In rocks like granite, where n can exceed 10 2 [Meredith and Atkinson, 1985] , it thus becomes apparent that even in cases where sufficient, high-quality data are available to find wellconstrained estimates of δK c /K c and δ(ΔK I )/ΔK I ; large Paris law exponents magnify these, resulting in significant variability in estimated crack lifetimes, τ c,min . (Note that the lower bounding values of τ c,min are not depicted because they fall below 0.) Thus, this sensitivity analysis demonstrates that subcritical cracking rates vary drastically within the limits of known rock parameters, making the case for a critical need of their accurate measurement. Regardless of the variability, however, the acceleration in cracking due to humidity-for a given stress/critical stress ratio-remains.
A Simple Model of Rock Erosion by Climate-Dependent Subcritical Cracking
In order to translate climate-dependent subcritical cracking rates into terms more readily understood in the context of Earth surface processes, we present an approximate model of in situ rock erosion driven by subcritical cracking. Weathering is idealized, whereby, over time, small surface and near-surface intergranular cracks grow due solely to intergranular thermal stresses. We employ the approach described in sections 4-7, whereby we only consider grain-scale intergranular cracking, ignoring that the surfaces of most rocks in all environments are characterized by common flaws that are greater in length than the average grain size [Adelsberger and Smith, 2009; Aldred et al., 2015; Eppes et al., 2010 ].
In the model, subgrain-scale cracks subcritically grow to critical lengths-on the order of the rock's characteristic grain size-whereupon critical cracking occurs. We assume that at this point the rock's outermost surface, having a thickness equal to the grain size, exfoliates (spalls) or granularly disaggregates. We propose a hypothesis that as far as we know has not been previously stated: that such exfoliation or disaggregation is driven, at least in part, by the comparatively large energy release that accompanies critical cracking. Afterward, a relatively unweathered surface is exposed, a new crack begins subcritically propagating, and the process repeats.
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Our rock erosion framework is supported by a number of experimental and field observations, as well as by theoretical studies:
1. Even over relatively short (Holocene) timescales, regardless of rock type or environment, the outer millimeter to centimeter thick portion of rock surfaces is characterized by chemically and physically altered weathering rinds that thicken and intensify in their accumulation of weathering products through time [Birkeland, 1982; Burke and Birkeland, 1979; Hoke and Turcotte, 2002; Warke and Smith, 2000] . Accumulation of weathering products presumably "primes" this outer shell for wholesale exfoliation and/or susceptibility to thermal stresses, as proposed by some work [Lamp et al., 2017; Tratebas et al., 2004] Thus, although throughgoing cracking certainly and commonly plays a role in overall rock weathering [e.g., Mushkin et al., 2014] , small-scale spalling and/or granular disaggredation-due to its apparent prevalence in all environments and rock types-represents a reasonable model for approximating rock erosion, regardless of the source of stress.
Rock Erosion Model Assumptions and Idealizations
Additional assumptions and simplifications, as well a few explanatory notes, are as follows:
1. We idealize the relationship between daily variations in RH and ΔT (equations (3) and (8)) and assume that at least over long timescales-on the order of a year or more-these processes are uncorrelated. 2. The number of subcritical cracking events required for crack growth from lengths of a 0 to a c , N = N (hRHi, hΔTi) in equation (8) thus represents an average, observed over the same period used to determine the average climate, i.e., hRHi and hΔTi. 3. For simplicity, the model applies to flat bedrock in which a representative crack, having an initial length on the order of the average grain size, d g , grows strictly perpendicular to the planar rock surface. The model remains valid for individual rock clasts-like a boulder-under the fairly nonrestrictive condition that the ratio of critical crack length to characteristic rock radius R is small, a c /R ≪ 1. 4. In light of the physical picture that a near-surface, high-stress region emerges at the top of the rock, we assume that the exposed near-surface layer remains intact-even as cracks grow into it-in the sense that tangential thermal stresses continue to be transmitted as if the layer were a homogeneous, fixed property region. Since we have already assumed that the zone of influence (on the surrounding stress field) of individual, grain-scale cracks is only on the order of d g , this is a consistent assumption, even when the layer has a high density of grain-scale cracks. 5. The timescale for removal of the outermost, critically cracked rock layer, τ E , is assumed to be short relative to the characteristic time, τ G , required for the representative crack to grow from a o to a c and is therefore idealized as an instantaneous process. This assumed behavior suggests that grains within the high-stress layer, if not ejected during a critical cracking event, become significantly uncoupled from the surrounding rock matrix. 6. Given the importance of diurnal rock surface temperature range, ΔT, in subcritical cracking rates modeled here, in order to more realistically approximate annual variance in ΔT, rather than using average annual magnitudes, here we model the random distribution of daily temperature variations as Gaussian (Appendix G). 7. Because of the sensitivity of the magnitude of thermal stress to the difference in coefficients of thermal expansion of rock mineral constituents, Δα, calculted rock erosion rates are also extremely sensitive to this parameter. We therefore perform erosion rate calculations over the full range of Δα between quartz and feldspar reported in commonly cited literature [Fei, 1995; Robertson, 1988; Skinner, 1966] : i.e., maximum reported α_quartz minus minimum reported α_feldspar (α quartz,max À α feldspar,min = 5.06 × 10
À5
/°C) and minimum reported α_quartz minus maximum reported α_feldspar (α quartz,min -α feldspar,max =2.94 × 10 À5 /°C).
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8. Similarly, we employ an average value for K c (1.7 MPa m 1/2 ) derived from values reported for granite in 
Rock Erosion Rate Calculations
The estimated time required, τ life, for thermal cycling-induced weathering to reduce rock from an initial characteristic size, R o -roughly an equivalent initial radius of a boulder or outcrop-to a final equivalent radius, R c , is given approximately by
Here f solar (ΔT c ), given by equation (G3) in Appendix G, is the number of days per year that ΔT exceeds the rock-dependent critical threshold, ΔT c , necessary for ΔK I to approach K c , and N(hRHi, hΔTi), given by equation (8)), is the moisture-and temperature-dependent number of cracking events required for crack growth from a o to a c (section 7). The corresponding erosion rate,L, then follows aṡ
Results
Using equations (14) and (15), combined with granite physical parameters from Table 1 , we estimate erosion rates for granite rocks having a range of constituent mineral thermal properties (section 8.1), experiencing a full range of average annual relative humidity (0-100%) and experiencing three realistic values for annual average of daily rock surface temperature fluctuation. Figure 5 depicts the portion of these calculations that predict rock erosion rates greater than 10 À9 m/Myr and less than 10 3 m/Myr, a range that well encompasses known and/or reasonable rates of rock erosion on Earth (see, e.g., the review in Portenga and Bierman [2011]). Table 1 ).
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Figure 5 schematically emphasizes that erosion rates driven by subcritical cracking depend strongly on moisture. Notably, at any given stress-as dictated by hΔTi combined with Δα-erosion rates are as much as 4 orders of magnitude faster under high humidity, compared to zero humidity. These results also indicate that erosion driven by diurnal intergranular thermal stresses is strongly sensitive to the average diurnal temperature variation, hΔTi, as well as differences in mineral constituent coefficients of thermal expansion, Δα.
Erosion rates are also sensitive to the rock's fracture toughness, K c , and Poisson's ratio (equation (3))-both of which are held constant for all calculations in Figure 5 . As seen in Figure 4 , subcritical cracking rates and therefore erosion rates will be extremely sensitive to K c . Further, when the low end (0.1) of available reported values for Poisson's ratio for granite [Gercek, 2007] is employed instead of the intermediate value (0.22) used for Figure 5 , calculated erosion rates are slower by 3-4 orders of magnitude for a given hΔTi and Δα.
Finally, Figure 5 also illustrates that as overall stresses decrease, the influence of moisture on erosion rates becomes more pronounced, in a manner similar to that calculated for subcritical cracking (Figure 4 ). For example, at an average annual hΔTi of 20°C and a high Δα, there is a~2 order of magnitude increase in erosion rate between 50 and 100% humidity. However, at average annual hΔTi of 25°C and the same Δα, that difference is reduced to <1 order of magnitude.
Discussion: Applicability and Limitations of the Modeling Results
We test the reasonableness of our rock erosion rate calculations, at least in a nullifying sense, by considering reported observations. Globally, erosion rates measured using analysis of in situ 10 Be, a cosmogenic radionuclide, for granite outcrops, range from~10 À1 to~10 2 m/Myr (e.g., review in Portenga and Bierman [2011] ).
Here calculated erosion rates ( Figure 5 ) under climates and average annual rock temperatures similar to those measured in semiarid (hRHi~37%; hΔTi~31°C) versus humid temperate locations ( hRHi~70 % ; hΔTi~26°C) [Eppes et al., 2016 [Eppes et al., , 2012 indicate that measurable erosion might be expected only for granites with very high values of Δa in the humid-temperate climate. It is not known what proportion of granites overall might be characterized by such values, presumably few. In the arid climates, more average granites-in terms of its mineral constituents' a-might experience significant erosion due to this one stress source. Field data suggest that active granular disaggredation, marked by loose crystals that can be brushed off, is common in granite outcrops and boulders located in semiarid landscapes. In contrast, granites exposed in humid temperate climates are typically marked by a polished or pitted appearance with no evidence of active subaerial grus formation [e.g., Twidale and Romaní, 2005] .
The fact that our results suggest that erosion rates due solely to intergranular thermal stresses are effectively zero for most climate conditions and for most of the commonly observed range of rock properties is good support for the validity of the model itself. This one source of stress should not be sufficient to result in erosion rates comparable to those measured globally because all rocks experience many sources of stress.
Nevertheless, although intergranular thermal stresses, by themselves, may not typically result in significant long-term erosion, they likely ubiquitously and continuously contribute to the potential for "tipping the bucket" for subcritical cracking when other sources of tensile stress are superimposed on them or vice versa. For example, thermal stresses have been demonstrated to deform rock even at depths as great as 100 m when topographic stresses are at play [Gischig et al., 2011a] . Similarly, acoustic emission-recorded subcritical cracking in boulders in temperate climates preferentially occurs when simple solar-induced diurnal thermal stresses coincide with other, weather-related ones [Eppes et al., 2016 ].
Nevertheless our model predicts substantial erosion due to intergranular thermal stresses for rocks with large Δα, experiencing relatively large hΔTi, even under zero humidity. That any cracking at all would occur under 0% humidity follows from our assertion that both cyclic fatigue and environmentally assisted (as in Figure 1 ) subcritical cracking occur simultaneously. This is a reasonable assumption supported by the existing literature (section 2.2.3), and it allows for extrapolation of values of the subcritical crack growth index, n, through zero for our calculations. It should be noted, however, that little if any experimental data exist for subcritical cracking under zero humidity.
Further, in general, n is also strongly influenced by temperature (section 2.2.4). Thus, subcritical cracking velocity can be temperature-as it is manifest through climate-dependent even if the stress loading mechanism is not. In order to account for this feature, temperature-and moisture-dependent values of n and C would
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need to be introduced into the model. Currently, however, analytical data addressing the combined effects of moisture and temperature for near surface, relatively low temperature conditions are also limited.
Our modeling does not address numerous additional complications and unknowns that arise in near surface environments. For example, the translation of moisture into voids for rocks in natural environments is poorly characterized (e.g., review in Sass [2005] ) but likely complex [McAllister et al., 2017] , and numerous factors such as slope and slope aspect [e.g., Burnett et al., 2008; Langston et al., 2015; Pelletier and Swetnam, 2017] will influence that process. In turn, the presence of moisture will likely dampen thermal cycling and thus thermal stress. Further, weakening of the outer rock layer through development of either a weathering rind and/or surface-parallel fractures also likely plays critical roles in the tendency of outer layers to hold water or to crack [Lamp et al., 2017] .
When surface-parallel weaknesses are absent, there may be nothing to inhibit the subcritical growth of long, throughgoing cracks. The effect of these cracks on rock erosion rates and their evolution through time are likely complicated since they might, on the one hand, accelerate rock breakdown by increasing water advection and stress intensity (through the relationship, ΔK∝ ffiffiffi a p Þ, while on the other, suppress thermal penetration into rock by acting as a thermal barrier.
In addition to environment-related complications that our modeling does not consider, there are also rock-related ones. For the thermal stresses considered here, mineral anisotropy with respect to coefficients of thermal expansion are known to play an important role in stress response to thermal cycling [Widhalm et al., 1996] . Also, importantly, the rock parameters employed herein, including K th and the subcritical crack growth index, n, will not only change with environmental conditions as we have shown but can also vary significantly even for a single general rock type like granite (see, for example, appendices in Atkinson [1987] ). For example, microstructural complexity (poor sorting; high mineral heterogeneity) will lead to higher n values that can, in turn, influence density of cracking [Atkinson, 1984; Olson, 2004] . Further, although data from weathered rock are relatively limited, rock subcritical cracking parameters change as rocks weather and cracks grow [e.g., Gupta and Rao, 2000] . Thus, in order to accurately predict subcritical-cracking driven erosion in any given setting, rock parameters-as well as environmental conditions-must be well-characterized in the context of the location's surface and near-surface environmental conditions. Finally, although the relationship between moisture and subcritical cracking that we explore herein is supported by published analytical data, there are other portions of our application of subcritical crack growth theory to the weathering and erosion problem that have not been tested with field or laboratory data. These include the n = m equivalence (Appendix A), our estimation for C (Appendix D), and the long-term lower threshold of stress intensity, K th , necessary for subcritical crack growth during granular disentigration (Appendix E).
Another untested feature concerns the competition that exists between depth-increasing confining pressure and depth-varying weathering stresses, such as those considered here (Appendix B). Although the inverse relationship between confining pressure and subcritical crack growth has been demonstrated under high confining pressures [e.g., Brantut et al., 2014a; Heap et al., 2011] , there is currently no experimental data to support our theoretical conclusion of its influence at shallow depths. The interplay between these stresses and confining pressures is nevertheless important since they might, for example, provide a viable explanation for observed decreases in regolith production with increasing overburden thickness, as well as the so-called humped regolith production function [e.g., Heimsath et al., 1997] . In these cases, the location of maximums in regolith production might represent some optimal depth at which surface-down stresses are maximized while confining pressure is minimized.
Summary and Conclusions
This paper presents a compendium of existing theory and data that elucidates how climate-dependent subcritical cracking is potentially a process by which most cracks grow in surface and near-surface rocks. Through our analysis, and by development of physically based models (sections 4-8), we expose several key features of subcritical cracking in the context of mechanical weathering and erosion.
Our analyses and modeling show that all weathering-related stress loading processes likely induce mechanical weathering through subcritical cracking, which itself is climate-dependent (Figures 4 and 5) . For example,
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our modeling results show that at any stress intensity lower than the rock fracture toughness, linear increases in climate-averaged relative humidity produce exponential increases in rates of subcritical cracking and associated rock erosion. This strong climate dependence of subcritical cracking arises through the chemophysical mechanism(s) by which atomic bonds are broken at crack tips when subcritical stresses are applied (Figure 1; section 2) ; published experimental data demonstrate that the general relationship likely holds for most common rock types (section 2).
Thus, rates of surface and near surface rock subcritical cracking by any source of stress, including tectonic and topographic, are likely climate-dependent, providing that such stresses exceed rock-specific threshold stress intensities, K th (section 2.2.8). As stress intensities approach the fracture toughness, K c , however, our modeling shows that subcritical cracking rates increase significantly, while the relative influence of moisture decreases (Figure 4 ).
Our modeling likewise indicates, however, the predominance of long periods of very slow crack growth in rocks characterized by flaws with subcritical lengths. These rocks would otherwise-under the lowmagnitude stresses typical of weathering environments-lack sufficiently large flaws to induce significant cracking. In other words, even if weathering-related stresses occasionally approach or reach critical magnitudes, like through ground shaking [Siman-Tov et al., 2017] they are unlikely to have done so without prior sustained periods of subcritical cracking.
Similarly, as relatively unweathered rock that contains longer cracks (joints) or denser flaws (foliation or bedding) is exhumed, weathering rates might initially be large but then slow down as the rock adjuststhrough subcritical cracking along these inherent weaknesses-to its new stress-loading conditions. We hypothesize that such a relationship might provide a mechanistic explanation for observations of faster regolith production rates in faster eroding landscapes [Heimsath et al., 2012] , or initially fast, followed by slower, erosion after a climate change [Garcin et al., 2017] .
Thus, commonly cited "physical weathering processes" (e.g., unloading, freezing, ice segregation, mineral hydration, crystal growth, and biologic processes) are more accurately, if not awkwardly, described as "weathering-related stress loading processes." Traditionally, mechanical weathering and geomorphology studies have focused on individual processes-freezing, thermal cycling, etc.-and accompanying environmental conditions-time in the "frost cracking window" or rates of temperature change, etc.-that cause such stresses [e.g., Anderson, 1998; Hall and Thorn, 2014; McCabe et al., 2007] . We conclude from fracture mechanics principles, however, that the mechanical weathering problem, at least between instances of large-scale/catastrophic critical cracking, can likely be considered linear. Therefore, all such sources of weathering-related stress are additive [Anderson, 2005] and can be superposed on each other as well as the diurnal thermal stresses modeled here.
To add further complexity, as cracks grow, rock weathers, and climate changes, the very rock parameters that dictate cracking velocity and/or stress-the subcritical crack growth index, fracture toughness, and Poisson's ratio-will also change (see discussion). Our modeling demonstrates that weathering and erosion rates are strongly sensitive to these parameters, as well as to small variations in rock surface and near-surface environment (e.g., Figure 4b ). As such, this work highlights the critical importance of accurate measures of all of these factors.
Thus, we conclude that at large spatial scales, the relationship between climate and weathering, regolith production and erosion rates will also be complex and dependent on weathering and erosion history as well as microenvironmental conditions. These relationships represent a daunting and exciting new puzzle, motivated and limned by observations such as global rock erosion rates that are not strongly predicted by traditional climate metrics [e.g., Portenga and Bierman, 2011] .
Finally, we note the development herein of several critical estimates for key fracture mechanics parameters. These estimates allow extension of available rock fracture and rock material property data to the illcharacterized problem of subcritical rock cracking under surface and near-surface conditions, and they will allow future workers to readily apply our approach, combined with existing data, to other rock types and stress conditions. Overall, deciphering and quantifying the role that subcritical cracking may play in rock breakdown has key implications for workers seeking to explore the influence and feedbacks between climate, weathering, erosion, regolith production, and associated long-term landscape evolution. Our results demonstrate, for
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example, that orders of magnitude of differences in erosion rate can be accounted for through differences in moisture alone, that is, without the influence of life or chemical weathering, both of which are often invoked to explain erosion-climate relationships [e.g., Perron, 2017] . Thus, if we seek to accurately define the driving or rate-limiting factors for Earth systems that involve weathering, we must better quantify the susceptibility of different rock types, under different environmental conditions, to subcritical cracking.
Appendix A: Equivalence of Charles Law and Paris Law Exponents, m = n Consider an idealized ensemble of N rock samples, each of which is subjected to the same time varying, though noncyclic, experimentally controlled load history. Each rock sample is nominally identical; i.e., each is of the same nominal (bulk) mineral and chemical composition, the same spatial distributions of surface and subsurface water, and of the same shape and dimensions. Due to a consistent, grain-scale variability in the arrangement of constituent grains, however, the growth of initially identical, experimentally introduced surface cracks-one for each sample-is likewise spatially and temporally consistent.
For concreteness, consider Mode I, double torsion tensile loading, a typical rock failure experiment [Atkinson and Meredith, 1987] , where the experimental load is quickly increased to near-critical magnitude and then, under fixed displacement conditions-and due to subcritical cracking-is allowed to relax. The ensemble of N load histories can be represented as a single quasiperiodic series of N cycles, each cycle consisting of a rapidly increasing load, followed by a slow, crack-induced decay. Due to the consistently variable grainscale structure of each of the N samples, the load series representing the ensemble is not perfectly periodic, but rather exhibits cycle-to-cycle differences in maximum load and load evolution during both the initial loading period and subsequent load decay.
Next, replace the actual time series by its approximate mean equivalent, i.e.,
where σ j (t) is the measured stress evolution for the j th sample, 0 ≤ t ≤ t max , and t max is the time span of the longest-lived load test. Now use the ensemble average stress evolution, hσ(t)i, representing the average evolution over N tests, in Charles' law:
where Y is a geometric parameter determined by the crack and load geometry [Anderson, 2005] and where we assume, due to random grain-scale structure, that the random, time-dependent load history, σ(t), and the random crack-evolution, a(t), are, at all times, t, statistically independent. Equation (A2) can be interpreted as governing the evolution of a single hypothetical crack, during any one of N perfectly repeating load cycles, imposed on a single, idealized, hypothetical, though representative test sample. The sample is ideal since the crack formed during each load cycle closes at the end of the cycle, with the rock returning to its initial, preloaded state, a common crack modeling approach. An alternative interpretation is that equation (A2) describes the growth of a single representative-and again hypothetical crackcorresponding to the crack evolution of all N cracks in the ensemble, each evolution produced by the time-dependent load experienced by each of the N samples. Both views are rooted in and consistent with the statistical ensemble concept central to statistical mechanics [Anderson, 2005] .
In order to connect crack growth data characterized by Charles' law to cyclic fatigue crack growth data described by Paris law, we exploit the first interpretation and expand the hypothetical, cyclic load, hσ(t)i, in a Fourier series:
where 2T = t max and where the coefficients σ cj and σ sk are given by
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Physically, equation (A3) suggests that application of the cyclic ensemble average stress, hσ(t)i, to our single hypothetical rock sample is equivalent to applying, sequentially or simultaneously, an infinite set of sinusoidally varying stresses. (Note that the first applied stress in the first set of sinusoidal stresses, σ c0 , is actually constant.) Thus, the coefficients σ cj and σ sk in this picture represent the amplitudes of the j th and k th sinusoidal stresses.
We now adapt the classical linear damage model from fracture mechanics [e.g., Anderson, 2005] of cyclic fatigue crack growth to the present problem. Over the period of a single load cycle, t max (again, associated with the perfectly periodic load, hσ(t)i), we imagine that each of the sinusoidal loads, σ cj cos jπt T and σ sk sin kπt T , in the two infinite sets of loads in equation (A3), is applied sequentially to the single, representative rock sample. Assume that the total change in crack length, δa, observed over a single period of the cycle, 0 ≤ t < t maxand produced by either hσ(t)i, or equivalently, the infinite set of sequentially applied sinusoidal stresses in equation (A3)-remains much smaller than the crack length, a, observed at the beginning of the cycle, i.e., assume δa/a ≪ 1. Based on this assumption, which is appropriate during subcritical growth under a wide range of experimental conditions, incremental crack lengths, δa j and δa k ,produced by the j th and k th sinusoidal loads can be linearly superposed: Figure A1 . Pictorial representation of the argument leading to the equivalence, m = n, connecting the Paris law exponent, m, to the subcritical crack growth index, n. t = time; σ = tensile stress magnitude. (a) Imagine a large ensemble of N nominally identical rock samples, each subjected to the same Mode I initial ramp-up in tensile loading. (b) Due to random variations in grain-scale structure and mineralogy, individual stress relaxation responses-produced by subcritical cracking in each sample and depicted as the down turn in the curve-are likewise random. Since all N samples are nominally identical, however, a well-defined ensemble average stress relaxation, hσ(t)i-, and associated ensemble average crack evolution, ha(t)i, are realized. (c) If the hypothetical set of N subcritical fracture tests are repeated sequentially an infinite number of times, each individual set using a unique collection of N nominally identical rock samples, we would observe an infinite sequence of repeating ensemble average stress responses, hσ(t)i, as shown. This cyclic sequence can then be mathematically recast as an infinite sum of individual Fourier modes. Physically, the latter can be interpreted as an infinite, linear, superposition of externally imposed subcritical cyclic loads. (d) Crucially, the ensemble average subcritical crack evolution, ha(t)i, produced by either an infinite sequence of repeated Mode I tensile tests or by an infinite set of sequentially applied, purely sinusoidal subcritical cyclic fatigue loads is expected to be insensitive to the type of tensile loading-static versus cyclic-used. As detailed in the accompanying text, for grain-scale, near-surface, intergranular, subcritical cracking, any given grain-scale crack remains effectively "blind" to the mode by which external tensile stresses are imposed.
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where δa j and δa k are combined and expressed as δa β and where the Paris law correlation, equation (1) in the text, is assumed for each sinusoidal load component. In addition, the number of cycles,N β , that the representative sample experiences under the β th load, over the cycle period, 0 ≤ t < t max , is given by N β = β. Thus, discretize the total load interval, [0 , t max ), into N t increments, N t Δt = t max , and use [see, e.g., Anderson, 2005] ∂a ∂N
where the frequency of the β th sinusoidal load, ω β , is related to β via 2πβ = ω β N t Δt and where dt = Δt and da = δa.
Comparing the Charles law correlation in equation (A4) with the Paris law-based correlation in equation (A6), both of which describing the same crack evolution, we finally expose the following equalities tying the two correlations together: Figure A1 schematically illustrates the preceding argument. Three points should be noted:
1. The ensemble average load history, hσ(t)i, depicted in Figure A1b , can be viewed as representing the most probable stress-relaxation response to subcritical cracking that would, in principle, be observed in an actual rock test specimen. In this picture, the specimen is viewed as a sample taken from a hypothetical ensemble of N replica rocks, each undergoing the same initial Mode I loading. Due to random variations in grain-scale structure and mineralogy, individual responses exhibited by each rock in the ensemble exhibit random variations about hσ(t)i. 2. Forming a repeating sequence of the ensemble load history, as depicted in Figure A1c , is mathematically allowed since hσ(t)i is a well-defined statistical function; physically, this procedure can be viewed as the average response that would be observed if an infinite set of N-rock ensembles were sequentially subjected to identical Mode I load tests. 3. Crucially, the essential equivalence of tensile static and cyclic load subcritical cracking, m = n, exposed by the above analysis, is expected to hold when the following assumptions and conditions are nominally met -under either static or cyclic loading: (a) subcritical cracking occurs near the rock surface and predominantly along grain boundaries; (b) grain-scale subcritical cracks are assumed to arrest predominantly at interleaving grains; ( c) crack healing effects [e.g., Anderson, 2005 ]-due to low near-surface confining pressures-are assumed negligible; and (d) instantaneous near-crack stress fields-at any given Mode I tensile stress and at the same tensile stress under cyclic loading-are assumed to be identical (near any given crack in any given rock). Under these conditions, any near-surface, grain-scale crack remains "blind" to whether it is experiencing a single episode of Mode I tensile stress or the tensile phase of a cyclic load. Since, under these conditions, there are no stress history effects, the grain-scale crack responds (effectively) instantaneously-by incrementally growing the same small distance-regardless of the process by which the tensile stress is imposed ( Figure A1d ).
The correspondence in equation (A7), as already noted, is crucial to the development of predictive models of subcritical crack growth in rocks experiencing cyclic loading using existing empirical data. Specifically, this result allows substitution of existing empirical subcritical crack growth indices, n, with Paris law exponent, m. The former is obtained under laboratory conditions analytically through subcritical crack growth measurements under, e.g., constant stress or constant displacement conditions [e.g., Atkinson and Meredith, 1981; Brantut et al., 2013 ].
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Finally, we note that this appears to be the first time that the connection in equation (A7) has been made. Since the above argument is purely probabilistic, we believe that this equivalence holds for a wide range of granular materials subjected to steady, cyclic, or random (wholly or partly) tensile, subcritical loads. most rocks, including granite, exhibit complex, nonisotropic thermophysical property variations [e.g., Smith et al., 2011] . However, for relatively fine-grained rocks, not subject to temperature variations larger than approximately 100 o C, and subject to small thermal stresses on the scales considered here, equation (C1) provides a reasonable description of thermal conduction.
For convenience, we restate the heat transfer problem in terms of the relative temperature, θ(z, t) = T(z, t) À T ∞ , where T ∞ is the fixed far-field temperature at large depth, z, and the governing equation for θ(z, t) corresponds to equation (C1) with T(z, t) replaced by θ(z, t). Following Holzhausen [1989] , an idealized boundary condition is imposed at the rock surface, z = 0,
which is designed to capture diurnal temperature cycling. Here ΔT o = T(z = 0, t) À T ∞ is the magnitude of the diurnal surface temperature variation relative to T ∞ , ω = π/Ω and Ω is half the cycle's period (which we approximate as 12 h).
Given the boundary condition in equation (C2), equation (C3) yields the time-and depth-dependent temperature field: [1989] defines temperature variations relative to an assumed rock mean temperature; the appropriate reference temperature, in reality, is the far-field temperature, T ∞ . )
As a point of reference, and due to the relatively high diffusivity of granite, our calculated δ T , using parameters in Table 1 , is on the order of 0.25 m. Because of light penetration and albedo effects, which can serve to further heat rock, this calculated depth likely represents a minimum but is nevertheless consistent with an earlier observation of δ T (e.g.,~40 cm [Anderson, 1998] ). By implication, thermal stresses and associated subcritical cracking, in any rock type, are essentially confined to the subsurface thermal penetration layer. The thermal penetration depth can vary significantly with topography [Gischig et al., 2011a [Gischig et al., , 2011b , however, as well as both weather and annual climate.
Given the cyclically varying temperature field, T(z, t), in equation (C3), and assuming thermally induced planar stress field yield [Holzhausen, 1989] 
where E and ν are, respectively, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.
Briefly, equation (C4) follows by idealizing the planar rock as a semi-infinite, homogeneous, constant property region, whose planar, depth-and time-dependent stress response is governed by linear thermoelasticity. These are common idealizations in the fracture mechanics and thermoelastic material literature [e.g., Anderson, 2005; Nowacki, 2013] . Physically, equation (C4) shows that the elastic response tracks with the thermal response, so that exponentially damped planar thermal stress waves, having the same wavelength and speed as those associated with the temperature field, propagate into the rock.
C2. Calculating Intergranular Thermal Stress C2.1. Theoretical and Practical Considerations
In order to develop a reasonable model of subcritical crack growth and associated cracking-driven rock erosion, the following must be well-identified: (i) a probable location of crack initiation, (ii) the essential physical mechanism(s) that transforms in-rock stresses into incipient cracks, and (iii) the characteristic minimum crack length, a min , having non-negligible probability of subcritical growth.
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Regarding probable locations of crack initiation, we assume that for low-magnitude stresses, such as the thermally induced stresses examined here, most cracks begin and propagate at, and along, grain boundaries ( Figure 2 in the text)-or similarly, along grain-matrix boundaries in sedimentary rocks. This assumption is consistent with a finite element model [Molaro and Byrne, 2015] , which showed that solar-induced microstructure-scale stresses peak at such boundaries. Preferential intergranular crack nucleation and propagation have also been demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically, regardless of the source of stress loading [e.g., Butenuth, 2001; Johnson et al., 1978; Potyondy, 2007; Sousa et al., 2005] , and are generally recognized within the weathering community as a common mode of cracking, extant in a range of environments [e.g., Ollier, 1984; Weiss et al., 2004] .
In order to identify a physically reasonable, empirically supported mechanism through which stress is translated into cracking, and wishing to incorporate, in a simple manner, known properties of various granitic rocks, we introduce the following ansatz: granitic rock is idealized as being composed of two mineral constituents, quartz and feldspar. As noted in the text, a recent numerical model suggests that these minerals dominate the thermal stress and fracture response of granite [Vázquez et al., 2015] . Thus, when computing the stress intensity amplitude, ΔK I , in Paris's law, equation (1) in the text, we replace the bulk average thermal expansion coefficient, Àα ¼ φα 1 þ α 2 ; by the difference in thermal expansion coefficients for these two mineral constituents,
where φ is the volume fraction of mineral 1. This simple approach, which is explained physically in section C2.2 below, is also consistent with a complex, combined microscale and macroscale calculations of ΔK I [Delbo et al., 2014] , as well as with a recent model of microstructure-scale thermal stresses [Molaro and Byrne, 2015] . As shown in our model validation (section 6 of the text), this approach leads to crack evolutions that over a range of characteristic surface temperature variations, ΔT, are quantitatively consistent with those predicted by a more complex, multiscale model [Delbo et al., 2014] .
Finally, and consistent with the assumption that cracks are predominantly initiated at intergranular boundaries, we assume that the minimum incipient crack length, a min , necessary for sustained, subsequent, subcritical crack growth is on the order of, but slightly smaller than, the characteristic grain size, a min ≡ a o~dg .
C2.2. Physical Justification
Unambiguous field evidence demonstrates the ubiquitous nature of presumably thermally driven granular disintegration in coarse grained rocks [e.g., Eppes and Griffing, 2010; Gómez-Heras et al., 2006] . Thus, we briefly explore the physical aspects of this process as it relates to subcritical crack growth. Consider an idealized column of individual, contacting grains, where the column consists of a quasi-random arrangement of two constituent mineral grains. Any given grain remains in contact with the grain above and with the grain below. Assume, initially, that the column is isothermal but subsequently undergoes an overall temperature variation, from top to bottom, ΔT. For simplicity, assume that the Young's moduli for both grains are equal but that each grain has different thermal expansion coefficients, α 1 and α 2 , respectively. In addition, for illustration, assume α 1 > α 2 ;the conclusions do not change if the opposite is true. Due to the mismatch in constituent α, and during positive temperature excursions, ΔT > 0, both intergranular boundaries on any given grain experience a tensile stretching on the order of
where the two terms on the right correspond to the thermally induced strains, ϵ 1 and ϵ 2 , each multiplied by characteristic initial grain sizes, d 1 , and d 2 , respectively.
Considering first the case where d 1 and d 2 are of the same order of magnitude, d 1~d2 , we divide both sides of equation (C6) by d 1 and compute the effective thermoelastic stress, Δσ eff , produced at each intergranular boundary:
By contrast, under conditions where, e.g., d 1 ≫ d 2 ,i.e., large grains are in contact with much smaller grains, intergranular contact is dominated by contact between grains having equal thermal expansion
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coefficients, so that the first term on the right side of equation (C6) likewise dominates and the effective difference in thermal expansion coefficients, Δα → α 1 . In this case:
Two central conclusions follow from equations (C7) and (C8):
1. In rocks where grain sizes are roughly of the same order of magnitude, i.e., d 1~d2 , the appropriate stress for computing stress intensity is given approximately by equation (C7). 2. By contrast, in rocks like porphyries or poorly sorted sedimentary rocks, in which large grains are in contact with much smaller grains, i.e., d 1 ≫ d 2 , the appropriate intergranular stress is given approximately by equation (C8).
These conclusions are consistent with recent findings obtained via a complex finite element model of microstructure-scale thermal stresses produced by diurnal temperature cycling [Molaro and Byrne, 2015] , as well as with recent experimental observations [Vázquez et al., 2015] .
Appendix D: Derivation and Validation of Approximate Paris Law Coefficient, C
Here we use a physically based, order of magnitude analysis to obtain an approximate expression for C as applicable to grainscale cracking that only incorporates known material properties and the Paris law exponent, m. In addition, in validating the proposed expression for C, we obtain further support for our physical picture of how cracking likely occurs in the near-surface region.
D1. Estimate
First, referring to equation (1) from the text, and focusing on the latter stages of crack evolution when increasing crack length causes the stress intensity factor, K, to approach the threshold, K c ,for critical crack growth, we approximate the associated crack extension per fatigue cycle, da/dN, as a c /1:
This approximation, which is also used by Carpinteri and Paggi [2007] , applies as stress intensity approach K c and assumes that prior to the approach toward critical cracking, crack growth is very slow. As K → K c , however, the change in crack length, Δa, over a small number, ΔN, of cycles is large and likely constitutes the majority of overall crack growth. This picture is supported theoretically by our calculations below, as well as by those reported by Delbo et al. [2014] , both of which show long periods (on the order of 10 3 to 10 8 years)
of extremely slow subcritical growth, followed by short periods of exponential crack growth. Experimentally, acoustic emission measurements of both freezing-and thermal-stress cracking, obtained for rock exposed under natural conditions, likewise show that measurable acoustic emission events exhibit short, intense, intermittent periods of activity (over intervals ranging from minutes to hours), corresponding to short, intermittent intervals of very high rates of cracking [Eppes et al., 2016; Girard et al., 2013; Warren et al., 2013] .
Crucially, at least with regard to estimating C, we hypothesize that in granular rocks, the effective critical crack length, a c , eff , is only on the order d g . We highlight this estimate as follows:
a c e a c;eff e d g
Given this estimate, we can now estimate C by first inserting the approximations in equations (D1) and (D2) into equation (1):
and then by approximating ΔK I as the fracture toughness, K c ,
finally yielding the approximation for C:
(D3)
Reviews of Geophysics [Klepaczko, 1990] , d g ≈ 6 × 10 À5 m, and m = 3.07 [Stephens et al., 1988, p 882] K th represents the minimum stress intensity required for cracks to transition from nongrowing stasis to sustained subcritical growth. As previously mentioned in the text (section 2.2.8), this parameter has been generically reported in the literature as being 10%-20% of a material's fracture toughness,K c ; however, the time limitations of laboratory testing render these estimates as maximums since most experiments do not run sufficiently long to measure very slow crack growth [Heap et al., 2009b] . In this appendix, we therefore focus on the physical and material parameters that likely determine the threshold stress intensity, K th , in rock undergoing granular disintegration.
In order to estimate K th ,
physically reasonable assumptions regarding the characteristic minimum stress, σ min , and the characteristic minimum crack length, a min , must be introduced. Again, consistent with the assumption that cracks are predominantly initiated at intergranular boundaries, we assume that the minimum crack length, a min , necessary for sustained subcritical crack growth is on the order of the characteristic grain size,
An estimate of σ min , at least in an order of magnitude sense, is readily obtained by appealing to numerical, experimental, and field evidence showing that a wide variety of rock specimens exhibit observable intergranular cracking or fracture at tensile stresses on the order of the tensile strength, σ T , or equivalently, the cohesive strength, σ cohesive [Butenuth, 2001] . Thus,
Using the estimates in equations (E2) and (E3) in (E1), we thus obtain a simple, material-dependent estimate for the threshold stress intensity:
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E2. Validation
In the case of granites, tensile strengths range from 5 to 20 MPa [Afrouz, 1992, p 39] , while from, e.g., Table 1 As a second check on the estimate in equation (E4), (i) we define the characteristic, near-surface, diurnal temperature cycling-induced stress intensity as
ii) assume that significant near-surface subcritical cracking ensues when K diurnal approaches K th , i.e., when K diurnal~Kth , and (iii) solve for the corresponding threshold surface temperature variation, ΔT c granite , required for initiation of significant subcritical cracking in granite:
where the order unity (1 À ν) term has been dropped. Using the above range of characteristic tensile strengths and the range of Δα's listed in Table 1 , we find that the threshold diurnal temperature variation ranges roughly over 2°C ≲ ΔT c granite ≲ 14°C,depending on the rock's combination of tensile strength and the mismatch between intergranular thermal expansion coefficients. No data exist that have tested such a threshold. Nevertheless, observations of cracking, as measured by acoustic emissions [Eppes et al., 2016] in a natural granite boulder exposed to the Sun, suggest that while crack growth is not statistically correlated with diurnal temperature variations, measured crack growth rates accelerate appreciably at diurnal temperature ranges near~20°C.
As a third, indirect check on the consistency of both the threshold stress intensity estimate in equation (E4) and the diurnal thermal stress-driven subcritical cracking model, we estimate the approximate ratio of the characteristic thermal cycling-related stress intensity to the characteristic fracture toughness,
over a range of annual daily temperature variations, 15 o ≤ ΔT o ≤ 40 o C, and the range of intergranular thermal expansion coefficient differences, Δα, listed in Table 1 . The estimate indicates that depending on climatic conditions-represented by ΔT o -and rock material properties, this ratio ranges from 0.36 ≲ K diurnal /K c ≲ 1.79.
Considered in light of the large body of experimental and field evidence demonstrating the ubiquity of temperature-related near surface cracking, these three observations have important implications:
1. Under a wide range of environmental conditions-as embodied by the characteristic diurnal rock surface temperature variation, ΔT o -surface and near-surface diurnal thermal stresses are of sufficient magnitude to initiate subcritical cracking. 2. The assumption that the characteristic minimum crack length required for sustained subcritical growth is on the order of d g appears reasonable. 3. Finally, and buttressed by the validation tests discussed in section 6 of the text, the above observations provide indirect support for our ansatz for estimating the effective diurnal cycling-induced stress,
Appendix F: Estimating Random Variability in Rock and Environmental Parameters
F1. General Approach
This appendix outlines a method for estimating the random relative variability, δr/r, in any derived or modeled geological or geophysical quantity, r ¼ r x 1 ; x 2 ; …; x N ð Þ
which is produced by random variabilities, δx j /x j , in each of N random variables, x 1 , x 2 , … , x N , on which r depends. The function, r = r(x 1 , x 2 , … , x N ), representing either a closed form, analytical expression, or a numerical model, is either a derived expression, typically a parameterized experimental correlation involving the N variables, x 1 , x 2 , … , x N ,whose detailed form is determined by fitting the expression to experimental
Reviews of Geophysics 10.1002/2017RG000557 data, or a modeled expression, representing a model of some physical process, as obtained through a physical and mathematical analysis of the process.
The set of random variables, x 1 , x 2 , … , x N , include geologic parameters and properties that due to natural variations in, e.g., rock mineralogy, environmental exposure, and geologic history, vary in random ways and environmental variables that are likewise subject to random variability.
For example, and as discussed in section F3 below and in section 7.2.2, where we present a rough estimate of the random relative variability in estimated grain-scale, subcritical crack time, δτ c,min /τ c,min , r corresponds to τ c,min , and the set of (N = 3)random variables that determine τ c,min is K c , ΔK I , and m.
F2. Derivation of Estimated Relative Variability, δr/r
In brief, we adapt a standard propagation of uncertainty argument [Coleman and Steele, 2009 ] to the task of estimating the random relative variability, δr/r, in the derived or modeled quantity, r. Crucially, extending the propagation of uncertainty argument to the estimation of the random relative variability, δr/r, is permissible since the broad, nonrestrictive statistical assumptions, and the mathematical steps [Coleman and Steele, 2009] used in the propagation of uncertainty argument-which leads to equation (F2) below-hold and can be applied here.
Thus, consider estimation of the relative uncertainty, δf/f, in a quantity, f = f(y 1 , y 2 , … , y N ), which depends on N measured (random) variables, y 1 , y 2 , … , y N , each of which is subject to a measured or estimated relative uncertainty, δy j /y j .Using a straightforward propagation of uncertainty argument [Coleman and Steele, 2009] leads to the following estimate for the relative uncertainty in r, produced by uncertainties in each of the random variables, y j : (F2) is derived by Taylor expanding the function, f = f (y 1 , y 2 , … , y N ), about the true value of f, f = f true = f(y true , 1 , y true , 2 , … , y true , N ), where, due to the fact that the true values of the random variables, y true , j , are unknown, f true is likewise unknown. The principal mathematical assumption introduced in deriving equation (F2) is that second and higher order terms in the Taylor expansion of f about f true are negligible relative to the first order terms, θ j δy j , appearing in (F2). As discussed in section 7.2.2, in the case of estimates for δτ c,min /τ c,min , this assumption must be treated with caution.
In order to adapt the argument leading to the estimate for the relative uncertainty, δf/f, to estimating the random relative variability, δr/r, we only have to recognize that the same nonrestrictive statistical property assumed for the measured random variables, y 1 , y 2 , … , y N , generally holds for geophysical and climatic random variables, x 1 , x 2 , … , x N , namely, that the random probability distribution associated with each random variable, y j or x j , exists but is unspecified. (A further assumption underlies equation (F2): the function, f = f(y 1 , y 2 , … , y N ), or in the present case, r = r(x 1 , x 2 , … , x N ), is continuous and is continuously differentiable.) Thus, we arrive at a generic expression that can be used to estimate the random relative variability, δr/r, produced by random variabilities, δx j /x j , in each of N random variables, x 1 , x 2 , … , x N , on which r depends Further details on the application of equation (F7) to the estimation of δτ c,min /τ c,min are described in section 7.2.2.
F4. Calculations for Figure 4b
Estimation of mean ΔK I and of the relative variability, δ(ΔK I )/ΔK I , depends on the model or models used to estimate environmental crack-tip stress intensity variations, ΔK I . We do not consider those in detail here. Nevertheless, we note that for strictly solar-driven subcritical cracking, equations (2) and (3) in the text lead to the following theoretical expression for ΔK I : ΔK I ¼ ΔK I Δα; E; ν; ΔT o ; a ð Þ ¼ ΔαEΔT o ffiffiffiffiffi ffi πa p = 1 À ν ð Þ. In order to derive an expression giving an estimate for δ(ΔK I )/ΔK I , the same mathematical procedure outlined herein could be applied to the function ΔK I = ΔK I (Δα, E, ν, ΔT o , a). Similarly, the same mathematical procedure could likewise be used for any climate-or environment-based model used to derive a theoretical expression for ΔK I .
Unfortunately, at present, available data for most rocks including granite are not sufficient to allow reliable estimates of means and variabilities for many primary material properties. Thus, in order to obtain a rough but reasonable estimate of the band of variability, δτ c,min , expected in estimated minimum subcritical crack lifetimes depicted in Figure 4 , we assume that δK c /K c~0 .5 (based on the range of values presented in Atkinson [1987] ) and that δ(ΔK I )/ΔK I~0 .5. In addition, and focusing on Westerly granite where observed stress corrosion indices, n = m, are in the approximate range~40 < m <~85 [Atkinson, 1987; Nara et al., 2013] where p(ΔT) is the probability density; hΔTi is the mean daily variation over some time period, for example, a year; and σ
is the associated variance.
In general, given an assumed or known p(ΔT),not necessarily Gaussian, the number of days per year, n ΔT , that ΔT exceeds ΔT c is given by
where ΔT 0 = ΔT À hΔTi is the daily variation relative to the mean, ΔT 0 c = ΔT c À hΔTi, and N o is the number of days per year (N o = 365). The first and second terms on the right side of equation (G2) (i) account, respectively, for cracking events that occur on warm and cold days and (ii) represent, respectively, the (cumulative) probability of observing, on any given day, positive temperature variations, ΔT, exceeding ΔT c , or negative variations, ÀΔT, having magnitudes, |ΔT|, again exceeding ΔT c .
In regions where a Gaussian density represents a reasonable model for ΔT, i.e., regions with moderately warm summers and moderately cold winters, equation (G2) can be integrated to obtain a closed form relationship for the frequency per year, f solar = n ΔT N À1 o ; that daily temperature variations exceed ΔT c :
where erf(x) is the error function. The fraction,f solar (ΔT c ), is used in our model of thermal cycling-driven, moisture-dependent rock erosion.
